
AURELIO POSADA

Geometries #1 - Oil Architecture dream #1 - Oil

Featured Gala Artist

Aurelio Posada is an Associate Principal at HuntonBrady Architects with over 30 years of architectural 
design experience. As senior designer he has lead numerous projects. Mr. Posada has architectural 
experience in North America, South America, and Europe and is internationally recognized for his   
participation in design competitions. He is a member of the American Institute of Architects Orlando 
and an accomplished artist who produces many of the firm’s architectural sketches. He enjoys 
spending time with his wife and son. He has a passion for teaching, mentorship, oil painting and 
architectural freehand sketching when traveling. 



BOB EGLESTON

Name of Art -  Medium Name of Art -  Medium

Featured Gala Artist

Bob Egleston is an architect and photographer who lives in Orlando, Florida. Bob has always had 
an interest in photography the began when he started photographing and writing feature articles 
on classic Ford Mustangs. Bob enjoys photographing a variety of subjects including automobiles, 
landscapes and architecture. Bob also provides his photography skills to his firm and other private 
clients. Bob’s work has been featured in magazines, calendars, and also in exhibits at the Orlando 
Museum of Art and the Maitland Art Museum.

Precipice - Photography Second Beach - Photography



CHAD BAUMER

Sainte Chapelle Altar - Photography Louvre Door - Photography

Featured Gala Artist

Chad Baumer is an Orlando, Florida based photographer specializing in architecture, indoor/
outdoor environment, travel, theming and the entertainment industry. He was born and raised in 
Cincinnati, Ohio graduating from the University of Cincinnati with a Bachelor of Fine Arts degree 
concentrating in Photography. Chad has always had a passion for photography starting off in 
traditional still film and slowly transitioned into the digital world. He looks forward to his 
opportunities within the photographic realm and aspires to expose his vision of the world in a 
unique manner.



CHRISTINE GREENE

Petal Power -  Acrylic Butterfly Dreams -  Acrylic

Featured Gala Artist

In the 3rd grade Christine was taught how to draw and to paint by her amazing Art teacher Mrs. 
Lyons. Mrs. Lyons had lost her left arm just below her elbow in an accident. She will never forget the 
lessons or techniques that she learned from her teacher. She has been self-taught since then.  
Her medium of choice is to paint with Acrylic paint on many different surfaces, but prefers dry 
brushing and blending colors on canvas.  Her painting style is Landscapes, Still Life and Animals.  
She is Inspired by everything found in nature.     



DANI DUX

The Narrows -  Photography Zion Canyon -  Photography

Featured Gala Artist

Danielle (Dani) Dux has always been a visual artist and started drawing at a young age. From 
there, her interests expanded into graphic design, painting, and photography. Dani graduated with 
her Bachelor of Fine Arts degree in Graphic Design, earning honors from Florida Atlantic University. 
She also holds a Bachelor of Business Administration (BBA) degree in Advertising | Marketing from 
Florida Atlantic University.  Recently, photography has become a more prominent focus of her spare 
time. In addition to art, Dani has a passion for horses and is an avid equestrian. Art and horses     
satiate Dani’s competitive nature and creativity, and she thrives in the challenges that both bring.



EMILY PAINTER

Andy -  Acrylic Dali - Acrylic

Featured Gala Artist

Emily is an accomplished artist and pug enthusiast. From a very young age, she learned
to paint and create unique works of art with her Grandmother. Since then, art has been an
immense part of Emily’s life. She has spent the last five years working with Wine and Canvas
Orlando as a painting instructor. She also owned a small business creating custom painted shoes 
and has volunteered for several local art organizations. Emily aims to evoke a sense of whimsy in 
the viewer with her work. The vibrancy of her colors against a dark background allow the viewer to 
exclusively focus on the subject while also experiencing the energy and life that subject represents. 



EMMA FRANCES

Inked Up -  Acrylic Summer - Acrylic

Featured Gala Artist

First name Emma, Middle name Frances. “I’m not dead yet so you don’t need my last name,” says 
Emma. Art is her literal haven. She started seriously painting when she was 10 years old. Emma 
doesn’t get to do it often but when she does, she gets very attached to pieces and has started to 
run out of space to keep them. Emma is studying Construction Management at the University of 
North Florida. She is half Swedish, has a brother, 8 fingers, 2 thumbs and anxiety. Color gives her life 
and she adore pigs.  



JAYA MILAM

Beauty and the Thorn - Pen & Ink Naked Beauty - Pen & Ink

Featured Gala Artist

Since childhood Jaya has been an art enthusiast and has always gravitated to the arts through 
life’s journey.  The arts have been her constant passion from sketching flowers and landscapes to 
painting and also photography.  She has also written song lyrics in her younger years. Her father 
has been a big inspiration with his many talents in composing art pieces and crafting instruments 
along with his great ancestors, Schubert and Playel, which have been a major influence to Jaya.  



JOANA MEAGHER

Jim - Mixed Media San Miguel through a Window - Oil

Featured Gala Artist

Joana grew up in a family of artists and craftsmen but feels more comfortable with the term   
“craftsperson” rather than “artist”. She credits her father for teaching by example the importance of 
diligence, focus, practicing and improving your skill on a daily basis. As a painter, she finds a lot of 
inspiration in her travels. The way the light makes things appear at various times of day is what she 
likes to reproduce organically. Her works are a visual representation of a feeling of connection to the 
world we live in.



JOHN E. KURTZ

Lakeland Airport 1940’s - Drawing Fun in the Sun - Drawing

Featured Gala Artist

In the 1970s, John studied art techniques and mediums at the Anvil Art Studio in Pottstown, PA and 
in 1984, first published work in the Cornerstone of the Arts Magazine in Pottstown.  John has over 
30 years of experience with water colors and pen & ink renderings of landscapes, buildings, and      
portraits.



KAREN KURTA

Lonely -  Photography Amelia Sunrise - Photography

Featured Gala Artist

Karen is told she lights up when she has a camera in my hands. Photography is really all she ever 
wanted to do. Karen earned her degree in photography after countless hours spent in a darkroom 
perfecting her art. Her photography involves research, planning,  learning, practicing and some-
times even a little bit of luck! Karen values her “old school” photography background and is a huge 
proponent of the printed photograph. She takes great care to deliver the finest photographic art, 
paying attention to every detail—from the time she takes to research her subject and compose the 
perfect photograph, to processing and printing. She hopes you appreciate and enjoy the quality of 
my art as much as she enjoyed creating it.



KC CALI

Ascent - Drawing Oblique - Drawing

Featured Gala Artist

KC grew up in rural Vermont and spent most of her time as a kid running wild with siblings in the 
extensive woods and fields that surrounded her family home.  The independence and relative 
freedom afforded by this life fueled her vivid imagination and she constantly created and drew 
collections of stories. KC earned a BFA in Illustration from Massachusetts College of Art & Design. 
Upon graduation, she went to work as a graphic designer and built an award-winning career as a 
designer and art director. Two years ago, KC made the decision to stop designing as a full time job 
and concentrate her creative energy on her painting and drawing while still maintaining a full time 
job in the AEC industry.



LEE EARLE 

Cloud Bank Over Wekiva - Photography Morning Walk - Photography

Featured Gala Artist

Lee Earle is an executive support specialist for DexYP who has dedicated 20 years to customer 
satisfaction in sales operations. She grew up in the Finger Lakes of Upstate New York, the daughter 
of an art historian who is enthusiastic about exploring the world of art. Lee received her B.A from 
Syracuse University in communication design and photojournalism at the S. I. Newhouse School 
Public Communications. For Lee, the arts have created an avenue for spiritual discovery that brings 
illumination when comprehending the vast universal language we share in the arts. Lee has a love 
of travel, gardening, she spends time kayaking the Wekiva River, photographing Florida wildlife and 
playing with her dogs. 



LINDSAY M. OWENS

Foxglove in Wales - Photography Florida Smile - Photography

Featured Gala Artist

Born in Maryland but raised in Florida, Lindsay has always loved to travel and adventure. She has 
enjoyed being creative through arts & crafts, painting and coloring since she was young. She is 
currently studying Integrated Business at the University of Central Florida. She loves the game of 
football and fiercely defends UCF’s National Championship. In her free time,  she enjoys singing 
obnoxiously in the car, hanging out with friends and family, playing guitar and taking pictures. 



MARI HAEFLEIN FRITH

Islandos of the Stream - Mixed Media Variations in the Key - Mixed Media

Featured Gala Artist

Mari recalls having had a very happy childhood and one of her earliest memories was of
anticipating her Dad’s return from his evening work. She knew, however late the hour, he was 
bearing gifts. Gifts of any and all kinds from art tools and papers to pastes and colors. This fostered 
her interest in drawing and painting. Upon graduation from Syracuse University and University of 
Creative Arts, UK, with a degree in Environmental Design, she began a forty year career in interior 
design and architecture. Throughout Mari’s design business years little time could be devoted to her 
fine arts, but she made it her mission to devote whatever time possible to her true passion: Creating 
fine arts and objects inspired by all nature, but especially from gifts of the sea. 



MARIE F. SARICH

Hot Roddin Pomona, California - Photography Rendition of Pablo Picasso’s “The Frugal Meal” 1904 - Drawing

Featured Gala Artist

Who is Marie?
Dreamer, creator, die hard lover of drag racing, adventures and everything Disney. Designer and 
artist leading and crafting client integrity. Producing at the sweet spot between modernism and 
sustainability to create not just a design but a feeling. Acting at the fulcrum of aesthetics to save the 
world from bad design. At the end of the day the only way to do great work is to love what you do.  



MONICA ARRACHE

Future Primitive - Acrylic

Featured Gala Artist

Both of her parents were artists and her Dad had her drawing as soon as she could hold a pencil.
Her favorite thing to draw was elephants. She received her B.A. in Fine Arts from Notre Dame 
College with advanced studies in Commercial Art, Faux Finishes, Fashion Design, and Interior 
Design. She has painted murals and faux finishes in commercial and residential homes 
professionally for 30 years. She worked as a subcontractor for a top faux finishing company in 
Orlando for 6 years. She has been featured in magazines and newspapers with honorable 
mentions and awards. Her work is displayed throughout FL, GA, NC, NH, ME, MA and OR. 



NOELLE SUSAN WARD

Everglades Float - Photography Everglades Air - Photography

Featured Gala Artist

Noelle was 12 years old when she took her first photo with a Kodak Brownie. Some 40+ years later, 
she still finds great joy in capturing the moment! Good subject matter, decent light and tons of 
patience are the three things she relies on for a successful shot. She is never without a camera (and 
of course now her iPhone makes a great substitute) and has been known to pull off the road or run 
outside in her PJ’s to get a shot! Her great love of nature and adventurous spirit is a never-ending 
source of fuel for her favorite pastime.



PAM CARMAN

One Heart, Many Loves - Acrylic

Featured Gala Artist

Pam is a photographer and painter. She uses bright colors and incorporates them in her paintings 
and uses nature as her inspiration for her photography. She studied photography in Atlanta at the 
Southeastern Center for the Arts and has won many awards for her photos including “Best of Show” 
at the Osceola Art and Cultural Center. She has exhibited her work in museums, art shows and 
corporate events. Pam is a self-taught painter. She watched her parents, who both painted for a 
hobby, and learned their techniques for mixing colors.



ROSS PIPER

Corniglia, Cinque erre, Italy - Watercolor Vernazza, Cinque Terre, Italy - Watercolor

Featured Gala Artist

Ross Piper is an architect and freelance artist living and working in Orlando, Florida. He is a 
Project Manager for Borrelli + Partners Architecture Firm. His amazing wife and beautiful one year old 
daughter are his biggest fans and supporters. Ross’ world travels have led him to experience amazing 
places, cultures and people that are an inspiration to his art. Living and studying architecture, art and 
sculpting in Italy have shaped his outlook and style. He is an avid cyclist and blends art and cycling 
with custom one of a kind painted cycling shoes, helmets, and bikes sent around the world.



RUFFIN A. RHODES, AIA

Portes colorees - Photography

Featured Gala Artist

Ruffin is one of two founders of Rhodes+Brito Architects. A firm which he has grown with his partner 
Max Brito, AIA from a two-person company in 1996 to a staff of approximately 20 in recent years. 
Today it is one of the most respected mid-sized architectural practices in Central Florida.
Actively involved in the community, Ruffin has served on countless boards. This includes the Harbor 
House of Central Florida and the Central Florida Coalition for the Homeless. In addition to this, he 
is an Orlando Regional Chamber of Commerce Leadership Orlando Graduate. Ruffin, the oldest of 
three children, is the son of a retired Air Force Chief Master. Ruffin graduated high school in 
Germany. Today Ruffin lives in Oviedo Florida and is married with two children.



TASANEE KYLA DURRETT

What Colors Do You Hear? - Mixed Media What Sounds Do You See? - Mixed Media

Featured Gala Artist

Tasanee is interested in the juxtaposition of marrying the existing with new, the brutal with organic, 
the blurring of transitions, and expanding the experience of space. She is passionate about 
drawing techniques and the use of mixed media and graphics to help illustrate and promote 
projects in an interestingly communicative manner. She has always been very curious and pushes 
her own boundaries. This is reflected in her work ethic and drive; always wishing to seek out new 
and exciting projects, applying new techniques and materials, and experiences to them.



TREVOR BOYLE, AIA

Sightlines Over Sinkholes - Watercolor Bumby Hardware (1886) - Watercolor

Featured Gala Artist

Trevor is a design architect at HuntonBrady Architects, a recent father, and a LEGO addict. He 
earned his Bachelor of Design in Architecture from the University of Florida in 2010. While working full 
time, he completed the Master of Architecture program in 2015 at the Orlando CityLab campus. He 
has been serving on the AIA Florida Board of Directors as the Associate Director at Large and on the 
committee for the Orlando chapter of the Young Architects Forum. He is actively engaged in 
facilitating and attending local events for Central Florida’s emerging professionals. In the small 
amounts of free time that he may stumble across, Trevor enjoys exploring the trails of Florida’s 
beautiful state parks with his wife and dogs. 



VALERIO MAZZOLI

Memorie - Oil Lo Specchio Del Mondo - Oil

Featured Gala Artist

Valerio was born in Milano August of  1950. Grandson of poet Archimede Berzuini and nephew of 
painter Canzio Berzuini, Valerio shows from an early age his innate talent as artist. After the 
obligatory school, he attended the Art School at the Sforzesco Castle in Milano and the University. 
He joined the team at Walt Disney Company in Califronia where he met legends such as Herby 
Ryman, Ken Anderson and Marc Davis. In the 1980’s, he moved back to Italy and started his dream 
company. He worked on Gardaland, the #1 theme park in Italy, and Disneyland Paris. He moved to 
Florida in 2009 and continues his work with Valerio Mazzoli Studios creating projects around the 
world from Istanbul and Sofia to Abu Dhabi and in his country in Roma. 



BILL MILAM

The Royal Fiddler - Photography

Featured Gala Artist

Bill is a professional software developer who loves the outdoors. Anything related to the water, like 
fishing, snorkeling and scuba diving are his favorites. He spends his free time acquiring new 
equipment or preparing it for his next outing. Photography and videography provide one more 
aspect to being out in nature and a means for bringing some of it home and sharing with others.



BETH SHEERIN

Knowles Chapel at Rollins College -  Mixed Media Nest -  Mixed Media

Featured Gala Artist

The artist in her has always searched for a creative outlet outside of Interior Design, this search 
has included many mediums including printmaking, photography, textile arts, jewelry design, 
bookmaking and painting. Beth has found her happy medium in collage and mixed media, 
particularly because it allows her to upcycle salvaged materials that she has collected over the 
years.  The papers in her work are from local restaurant menus, books, sheet music and maps.  
Beth’s works are available around town at such places as Canvas Market,  BookmarkIT at The 
Lovely Boutique Market and The Polka Dot Flea Market in Orlando, FL along with The Big Crafty 
Market in Asheville, NC.



CHRIS KOWALSKI

Abdul Simbel #1 -  Photography Abdul Simbel #2 -  Photography

Featured Gala Artist

An interest in international travel and a desire to immerse himself in new and different cultures 
began when with study abroad program in college. Chris sees photography as a way to capture a 
moment in time and a memory.  Black and white media, more so than color photography, helps the 
eye focus on different elements of the subject such as light, shadow and texture.  He favors
architectural and nature photography most.  



DOUG WATSON

Blue Palms -  Mixed Media Glacier Bowl -  Mixed Media

Featured Gala Artist

A journeymen electrician by trade, Doug Watson was inspired by art at a young age by both his 
mother, a skilled china painter, and his father, also an electrician and woodworker. Doug’s passion 
for art began with stained glass, and since retirement from the International Brotherhood of 
Electrical Workers (IBEW), he has spent much of his days in the Cape Coral Art Studio honing his 
skills. He is fluent in glass fusing, stone sculpting and silversmithing.



GREG BRYLA

St. Fransisco el Grande Madrid - Watercolor

Featured Gala Artist

Greg has been drawing and painting since he was a child. Greg states “I have been extremely 
fortunate to have found a vocation that allows me to make a living at being creative”. At his day job 
as designer leader/landscape architect, he creates exterior space that ties places together. Greg 
enjoys the exploration of abstract ideas by giving them material form in places and communicating 
this application through the medium of drawing in whatever format best suits the idea. Currently, 
he is attempting the fluid discipline of watercolor as a complement to his more secure drawing skills. 
Greg is vacillate between detail and zen-like linework and color blocking. Greg says “ Life is an 
Adventure and I am enjoying the ride”.



JED PREST

Code - Acrylic Opus - Acrylic

Featured Gala Artist

Jed Prest was born on a farm in Illinois in 1967. He has since moved to the big city and done good.  
Although some might think he is just overly educated, he is an accomplished artist, architect, and 
attorney. While not taking himself that seriously, Jed feels strongly that the art must make a state-
ment on its own.  Great art like poetry transcends the artist and draws the viewer into their own 
contemplation of the moment.  That dialog should not be about the artist, but the art.  Jed believes 
in creating fun thought-provoking paintings in watercolor, oil, and acrylic. He enjoys in a similar vein 
finding creative solutions in both architecture and law to fit his client’s needs. He is not afraid to look 
inside the box when necessary. That’s really what pays the bills after all. 



KRISTIN HOENICKE

Into the Ocean -  Mixed Media Ocean at Twilight - Acrylic

Featured Gala Artist

Kristin is a commercial interior design that loves all things design.  She has two little boys & one large 
boy (her husband) that she loves spending time with. Kristin has a passion for all things color in the 
built environment, in fashion and on the canvas.  She recently discovered resin as a medium.  
Blending it with acrylics gives depth to the piece through layering. Currently, her influences are the 
sky and the ocean either separately or together. 



LARRY TAYLOR

Southern Live Oak 1 -  Photography

Featured Gala Artist

Laurence Taylor has worked professionally in architectural and interior photography for more than 
3 decades, residing in Florida. Having also been in business with architects, he holds a degree in 
film and media arts. He has been a recipient of the Florida AIA Photographer of the Year award. 
His architectural photographs have appeared in many design publications such as Florida Design, 
Florida Architecture, and Interior Design, as well as many trade publications. He has in recent years 
also pursued photography of landscape and natural phonomena during travels in Holland and the 
USA, with the goal of providing images on an online Gallery of Photography.   



MAURIZIO MASO

Airing Laundry. Venice -  Oil Rollins College -  Oil

Featured Gala Artist

“As Design Principal of HuntonBrady Architects in Orlando, Maurizio Maso leads the design efforts 
and is responsible for establishing the creative direction of the firm. His background includes 
extensive experience in the programming and design of educational and public facilities, including 
the UCF College of Medicine at Lake Nona, as well as corporate office buildings, medical facilities 
and special projects.  Oil painting has become great outlet from his more technical architectural 
design practice. It is a relaxing, stress-relieving activity and at the same time it helps develop a keen 
understanding of shade, shadow, reflections, color, composition and complex shapes. He’s been 
focusing on small format still life, landscapes and figure art before venturing into abstracts.” 



ORIT REUBEN

Bridge to Nowhere - Mixed Media Sunshine at the Inn -  Mixed Media

Featured Gala Artist

“Orit Reuben was born in Israel to a family of artists. She is greatly influenced by her grandfather 
who was an impressionist painter. As a child she painted at the side of her mother, who is also an 
artist. She immigrated to the Unites States in her teens, with her family and settled in Minneapolis. 
Orit attended the University of Minnesota and is a licensed interior designer.  She studied at Crealde 
School of Art. There, she advanced in her craft, getting an artist fellowship, and later a studio artist 
position. Today, she is an instructor. Orit is a landscape pastel artist.  She is inspired by light affects 
and conveys emotion and mood through color. Orit belongs to the plein air group, The Florida 
Painters. She is a member Pastel Society of America, a member of excellence of Southeastern Pastel 
Society and Pastel Society of Central Florida, where she regularly exhibits her work.”



PATTI EAVES

On the Road to Mims -  Drawing Lilies for Christi -  Watercolor

Featured Gala Artist

Artistically inclined for as long as she can remember, Patti’s skills earned her a National Scholastic 
Gold Medal for Watercolor and College Scholarships. However her art work lacked direction & 
conviction until she met and married her husband. Through him she learned a love of nature and 
adventure. Together they have enjoyed hiking, back packing, boating and a general wondering 
through amazing backcountry. Patti’s artwork has allowed her to express her passion for art & her 
love of wild places.



RANIA SADRACK

De-stress -  Acrylic Emotions in Color -  Acrylic

Featured Gala Artist

Rania Sadrack is a Principal and Business Development Representative for TLC Engineering for 
Architecture in Orlando. She is an alumni of the University of Central Florida, where she received her 
Bachelor’s degree.  As the principal in charge of TLC’s national healthcare business development 
and Healthcare Center of Excellence she works closely with the firm’s directors and CEO to identify 
and help develop strategic relationships with partners and potential clients across the country. 
Painting has been a childhood hobby, which gradually grew into a stress reliever for me.  My 
techniques were influence by my high school art teachers and nature in general.  



RICHELLE SISKA

Pelican Performance - Watercolor Too Lips - Watercolor

Featured Gala Artist

A Member of the American Watercolor Society (AWS), and the Florida Watercolor Society (FWS). 
Richelle Siska is an award-winning artist based in Winter Park, Florida. She began experimenting
with watercolor after moving to Florida inspired by the light, color, and endless opportunities to paint 
in an art-rich environment. Richelle quickly fell in love with the luminous and vibrant transparency of 
the medium. At every opportunity, she is seen with her camera in hand collecting images for future 
projects. Her paintings are hung in the homes and business of her clients and collectors.


